
#173 The World War I Second Ascension of America – The 8th Kingdom, America, 
received the mantle of the Fourth Rome because it was receiving a religious-political mantle 
from the Third Rome, and was also receiving the religious-political mantle as the Fourth 
Christian Roman Empire of its day 
 
Question: Why did the 8th Kingdom, America – the Beast out of the Pit – receive the specific 
role as the Fourth Rome instead of either of the Double 7th Kingdoms – Hitler’s Third Reich, or 
the USSR – receiving the role as the Fourth Rome? 
 

Answer: Remember, the metal that the Lord attached 
to the kingdoms which were the Legs and part of the 
Feet and Toes of Nebuchadnezzar’s Image was iron. 
These iron kingdoms, which generally were (or are, in 
the case of the U.S.) so-called Christian Kingdoms, 
were (or are, in the case of the U.S.) as such beca
they are counterfeits of the Lord’s Rod of Iron Rule t
come, seen in Revelation 19:15. Thus, the religious 
aspect of the Legs of Iron and Feet of Iron (and Clay) 
is generally an integral part of the story of the exten

Roman Empire. America dwelt in the false understanding and spirit of ‘One Nation Under God’, 
within mainstream Christianity, while the aberrations of Germany’s Third Reich Fascism an
USSR’s Communism were substantially secretly opposed by the German Protestant Churches 
and Russian Orthodox Churches, respectively. During the Cold War, for example, the Russian 
Orthodox Church would have been secretly 
allied in their hearts with Protestant 
America against Marxist-Leninism. The
United States was knowingly (but 
erroneously) carrying the religious mantle of
a Christian Kingdom for God, but 
unknowingly carrying the mantle of a 
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Key Understanding: The religious-
political mantles of the fourth Rome
8th Kingdom, the United States of America, received the mantle of the Fourth Rome 
because it was receiving a religious-political mantle from the Third Rome, and was also 
receiving the religious-political mantle as the Fourth Christian Roman Empire of its day. 
The United States would be representing the Christian religion, in opposition to the Dou
7th Kingdoms of German Fascism in World War II and So
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Revelation 17:10-11 (KJV) . . . and THE OTHER [the Seventh Kingdom, the USSR] IS 
NOT YET COME; and when he cometh, he [the Seventh Kingdom, the USSR] must 
continue A SHORT SPACE. 
11 And THE BEAST [out of the Pit in Rev. 17:08, the United States of America] that 
was, and is not, even HE IS THE EIGHTH, and is of the seven, and goeth into perdition. 
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